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SELF TAPE TIPS & ADVICE 
 
Please see below our general guidelines for self taping. Please always check any specific 
instructions within each self tape request, as these can sometimes conflict the standard 
advice. For every single point below, this is always UNLESS INSTRUCTED OTHERWISE. It’s 
important you become familiar with all of the below before a self tape request comes in; 
these can often be short notice so it’s best to practise all of this in advance. 
 
A step by step video encompassing the below tips as well as an example ident & intro can be 
found here for you to watch and download. 
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/g1fi69gcvphw3wr/AAAE41R36SRMWQm4XlhLpHWka?dl=0 

 
SETTING 

➢ Your self tape can be shot on any device including a phone, as long as it’s clear. 
➢ The room should be well lit (natural light works best if you don’t have a ring light or 

similar). Do not record in front of a window! 
➢ Where possible, please record against a plain wall/background, not with anything 

going on behind you/a busy wall, which is going to draw the eye away from your 
face. Most clients’ ideal recommendation for a background colour is nothing too 
bright or dark, ideally it should be neutral e.g medium blue, grey, cream. White is 
fine but can sometimes wash out very fair skin depending on the light. 

➢ Use a quiet room without background noise, which isn’t a thoroughfare. 
➢ ALWAYS record landscape, never portrait (phone tipped on side like a TV screen and 

not upright as you would normally use it).  

 
➢ You should be well presented on camera. We recommend the agency T-shirt/hoodie 

just because it is neutral, doesn’t take the eye away from the face, is easy to chuck 
on when a short notice self tape request comes in and you don’t have to think or 
worry about what to wear and it’s also easily recognisable to our clients. If you don’t 
have one, not an issue, just a plain casual top is fine, as is school uniform. Please 
avoid messy hair, PJ’s, heavy make up, false nails! 
 

TECHNIQUE 
➢ The person being recorded should be centre of screen and shot around chest up. 

Not too close where you can only just see their shoulders and not too far away 
where you start to see their waist.  
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➢ Where to look… Being yourself (e.g ident/slate, introduction, talking about yourself 
etc) – TO camera (looking straight down the lens). Not being yourself (e.g. acting/in 
character) = OFF camera (looking just off camera). The perfect eye line for off 
camera is just left or right of the camera – same level (not higher, not lower). It’s 
very important that eyes don’t then flicker to camera. It’s also important you don’t 
turn your face away from camera too much (see step by step video). 
 

IDENT/SLATE 
➢ Unless otherwise indicated, you should always start a self tape casting with your 

ident/slate. Introduce yourself with your name, age, height and agency (some clients 
request location or indeed different things, so always check the specific instructions 
for that casting). Remember this is always TO camera. 

➢ If the client asks for ‘profiles’ as part of the ident/slate this is where you need to turn 
their whole body to one side, then the other so the viewer can clearly see their left 
and right profiles. The following link is a great help, but this is also covered within 
out step by step video. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1PyISjdwifg 

➢ If the client asks to see hands, ensure these are shown both sides, held up close to 
the sides of your face, around 2 seconds either side (see step by step video). Ensure 
hands and nails are clean. 

➢ If the client asks for a full length body shot as part of the slate/ident, just either 
zoom out to get full body in or pan the camera down and back up the body (see step 
by step video). 

 
ACTING 

➢ If you have script/sides to learn, it is obviously preferable that this is off book (learnt 
off by heart), not only for the performance but also to show your script learning 
skills. However, if this is not possible, it is advisable this is held up in the area where 
you are imagining the person you are speaking to and not seen in shot (perhaps by 
your reader or on a stand).  

➢ If there are other characters within the script, please ensure you have a reader 
reading in off camera. They should not be seen on camera at any point. As they are 
likely to be much closer to camera than the actor, it’s important they aren’t speaking 
too loudly which will overpower the scene. 

➢ There is no need for either the actor or the reader to read in any stage directions or 
other notes within the script – just your lines. 

➢ Avoid an absent reader at all costs, which is where you leave a pause for the lines of 
the other person as opposed to somebody else reading them in. This makes the 
whole scene feel awkward and unrealistic. 

➢ Ideally, camera should be on a tripod so the reader can be just left or right of camera 
to enable you to interact with them, rather than an imaginary spot. Use the reader 
wisely. Interact with them both during your lines but also theirs. Think about facially 
responding (naturally!); don’t just stand there blankly in between your lines; think 
about their lines just as much as your own. 

➢ Too much movement is often unnecessary and distracting. Don’t worry about the 
stage directions and trying to do the actions within these, these are generally there 
just to give context to the scene. No need for props. 
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➢ Bear in mind a self tape is generally pretty up close and personal, unless instructed 
otherwise, the client does not want to see big, over the top, exaggerated 
movements. The delivery of the lines is much more important. 

 
DELIVERY 

➢ If you are asked to do a number of different scenes/takes and need to stitch/merge 
these together to send over as one video, your iPhone or android device will have 
the option already built in to do this in the video editor section very easily. If not, 
you can download various free apps on your phone to do this. If doing on a PC, we 
like to use https://www.onlineconverter.com/merge-video.  

➢ Before you send anything over to us, please review it. Sounds obvious, but if you 
spot anything you aren’t sure of or are not happy with (you’re worried the camera 
work is too wobbly, the sound quality isn’t great, the delivery of the sides is off etc), 
please re-do. If you are picking this up, the chances are so will everybody else. 

➢ ALWAYS ensure your video is re-named correctly. This is VITAL. Not doing this or 
doing this incorrectly may very well result in your video not being viewed at all or 
being misplaced. Spending time doing a great self tape is completely irrelevant if it is 
not re-named correctly. If there is no specific instructions within the request email, 
as standard please rename your video with your full name and agency name e.g. 
John Smith – Bonnie and Betty. Full instructions are below if you are unsure how to 
do this.  

 
PC 
1. Go to the video, right click and select ‘Rename’ 

 
iOS (Iphone/ipad) 
1. Go to the App Store 
2. Download ‘Files’ app 
3. Go into photos and select file you wish to rename 
4. Select ‘save to files’ and the option to save will then come up with the name of the 

video Click on the name of the video (this will be currently auto saved as something 
like ‘IMG_584’ etc) 

5. The box will then come up to allow you to rename this 
6. Click ‘Done’ 
7. Click ‘Save 

 
Android 
1. Go to gallery and find video 
2. Click on the top very right option (3 dots) and select ‘Details’ 
3. Click ‘Edit’ and then click on the current name of the video (3850650606.mp4) and 

rename 
4. Click ‘Save’ 

 
➢ Please send all self tapes to us as per the request email. This will typically be via a 

Dropbox link we will provide, but not always so it’s important you only submit this 
via the method you have been requested to. We cannot accept via other methods 
other than that indicated. If you have been provided with a Dropbox link, simply 
click the link to be taken to a Dropbox page where you will upload your video. You 
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do not need a Dropbox account to be able to do this. There is no need to add a 
reference or job name at all, as this link will be for this specific job only. If asked for 
‘Your name’ on this link, it is important you enter your child’s name and not your 
own. Note: Each file or folder that you upload through dropbox.com must be 50 
GB or smaller. For larger files or folders, use the desktop or mobile apps, which 
don’t have a file size limit. 
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